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What is the ‘Time-Spent’ Method? What is the ‘Time-Spent’ Method? 

The ‘Time-Spent’ Method for Support Operations is a way to map where the time support efforts are spent and
then reduce friction, automate manual work, and add value methodically and systematically to scale effectively.

To apply this method, we will first need to understand support operations and the four pillars we will apply
here. 

Support OperationsSupport Operations

Support Operations is responsible for helping the support team be more productive, work more effectively, and
deliver better service to customers. It’s all about supporting the supporters, reducing friction, and adding value
across the customer journey.

The four pillars of Support OperationsThe four pillars of Support Operations



1. OperationsOperations focuses on the processes and methods used to carry out tasks efficiently, ensuring a
streamlined workflow for the support team. How the work is done.

2. Data & InsightsData & Insights involves leveraging information to gain valuable insights into customer needs and support
performance, aiding informed decision-making towards actionable change. What information we have
about the work.

3. Tooling Tooling focuses on the technology used to support the customer journey, aiming to optimize the team's
capabilities through effective implementation of tools, systems and automation. What we use to do the
work.

4. EnablementEnablement refers to the knowledge and skills of the support team, emphasizing training and development
to ensure they possess the necessary skills to deliver high-quality and support. As well as stay informed
about changes in product and process. Our knowledge about the work itself.

The Support LandscapeThe Support Landscape

The Support Landscape is the essence of what your support team is doing. What are they spending their time
on? How much time? What areas of the product or subjects are those conversations or cases about? 

For the purpose of this method, the landscape is comprised of four components: 

1. The categorization and identification of ticket data. (A tag taxonomy)

2. Volume of Cases (per type within this taxonomy)



3. Average Handle Time (AHT) of Cases (per type within this taxonomy)

4. Total Handle Time (THT) of Cases (per type within this taxonomy)

Mapping your Support Landscape using Time-SpentMapping your Support Landscape using Time-Spent

1. Define your ticket identification & categorization methods. Have a Taxonomy in place.
(It can be flat or hierarchical, but I would recommend a two or three-layer taxonomy for richer data) 

2. Calculate your Total Time Spent Handling each type and your Average Handle Time (AHT) per type. 

Total Handle Time = Sum of all cases’ Handle Time (within type) 

Average Handle Time = Sum of all Handle Time per Type / Number of Cases

3. Using these three Metrics, create a Bubble Chart ( for Visual) 

4. ID will be Type

5. The series will be: Overlying Area

6. The horizontal (X) axis will be: Average Handle Time

7. The vertical (Y) Axis will be: Volume of Cases

Bubble size will be Total Handle Time (THT)

When you visualize and map your Support Landscape, we’ll be looking at the distribution of cases, and their
relevant clustering when compared to the medians of both volume of cases and Average Handle Time (AHT)



The Support landscape is comprised of four areas:The Support landscape is comprised of four areas:

Top Left: Busy TasksTop Left: Busy Tasks

High Volume, Low Handle Time - Repetitive,
Administrative, structured process, administrative.

Top Right: Core WorkTop Right: Core Work

High Volume, High Handle Time - Known issue
areas, fairly unstructured, Team needs time to tackle

Bottom left: Easy AnswersBottom left: Easy Answers

Low Volume, Low Handle Time - Quick questions,
Informational, information is known well. 

Bottom Right: Nuanced WorkBottom Right: Nuanced Work

Low Volume, High Handle Time - Unstructured,
unknown, or heavy process. Edge cases or bugs.

Ideally: Systems handle low handle-time requests. Ideally: Human focus is on complex work

If your landscape is clustered together, you’ll need to benchmark and define what a “healthy ticket” looks
like for you, and then you can focus on overall improvements and goal setting to improve. 

If you are already in your healthy range, this is good news! You’ll never be able to reduce everything to
zero, but you can identify larger opportunities and goals based on overall type distributions.

If you have large variations or outliers, or a large dispersion from the median, focus on prioritizing heavy
time spenders first,

Navigating the Support Landscape Navigating the Support Landscape 

Shape your landscape by applying the four pillars of Support Operations.

The ideal goal would be to get cases from Core Work to Easy Answers, but bear in mind that this is relative to



what you define as a “healthy ticket” per type - looking at the overlying areas of each type of request could also
inform you of what product areas you will need overall support in for the team in terms of skills or tools.

When working to move from Core to Nuanced focus on Core Product & Policy Fixes. (Data & Insights)When working to move from Core to Nuanced focus on Core Product & Policy Fixes. (Data & Insights)

Use Data & Insights to become the Voice of the Customer for your Product & Engineering Teams by bringing full
usage data and recommendations to better meet customer needs. You can use the same approach to
recommend any potential policy adjustments to create less friction for customers. 

“It might still take us a while to deal with it, but we’ve mitigated incoming volume and we get much less” 
“This issue is fixed, and now the cases we do get are actually the complex, bugs, and edge cases.”

When working to move from Nuanced Work to Easy Tasks, focus on Simplifying, Educating, & Enabling.When working to move from Nuanced Work to Easy Tasks, focus on Simplifying, Educating, & Enabling.
(Enablement) (Enablement) 

If cases are taking the team a long time to handle, you can work to better equip your team with the knowledge
and skills to investigate and execute more effectively. Training and enablement can help to provide a better
experience for both customers and agents.

“We’ve been trained and enabled on how to better navigate edge cases and better deal with these types
of issues. Investigation & Decisions take less time, or we no longer need to escalate to other team
members”

When working to move from Core Work to Busy Tasks focus on Structure & Process (Operations)When working to move from Core Work to Busy Tasks focus on Structure & Process (Operations)

By better optimizing operations, you can support the team in handling more complex issues with clarity, cleaner
processes, or clearer documentation. By structuring unstructured issues, you can make the solutions repeatable
and more standard and reduce the time spent researching how to resolve an issue. Reducing the steps needed
to process a specific solution will also go a long way in these improvements.

“We’ve set clear steps and solutions to solve these issues. Clear documentation, or we’ve simplified the
manual work needed to solve. Now we just have to take action or use the macro.”



When working to move from Busy Tasks to Easy Answers focus on Automation & Self-service. (Systems &When working to move from Busy Tasks to Easy Answers focus on Automation & Self-service. (Systems &
Tooling)Tooling)

If issues are repeatable and consistently the same exact steps each time, you can look to better utilize your
systems, automation, or self-service. You can mitigate the processing by providing the answers directly to
customers, automate the steps needed to take action, or implement interactive self-service. This will help reduce
the ‘administrative’ workload of the support team, and help them to focus efforts on more complex cases.

“We’ve enabled our customers to help themselves solve this issue, automated all of the manual steps, or
are helping customers through an automated service like a chatbot. Now the questions that we get are for
additional information, clarification, or advice.”

Eliminating Easy Answers - Clarity & AwarenessEliminating Easy Answers - Clarity & Awareness

If you have questions that are about information that is already available, or in addition to self-service material
that already exists, it may be time to look at raising awareness about the information, or clarifying the language.
This can help to remove general frequent questions and take cases off the landscape entirely.

“We’ve made the information more readily available and clearer for our customers, and they are fully
educated and aware of how to use the product and services fully.”

Driving Outcomes With the ‘Time-Spent’ MethodDriving Outcomes With the ‘Time-Spent’ Method

*Disclaimer: The key thing to note is that this works when taking a ‘healthy approach’ to the method. You can
never reduce everything to zero, and you shouldn’t aim to drill agents on handle times simply based on this
method. 

Customer Experience OutcomesCustomer Experience Outcomes

When you take a healthy approach to navigating your Support Landscape, you are not only scaling your team
effectively. You are also clarifying and simplifying your customer’s experience to reduce friction and add value
across the entire customer lifecycle. Making it faster and easier for them to use your product, get the information
that they need, and find the value that they are looking for. 

Agent Experience OutcomesAgent Experience Outcomes

By freeing up the time of agents from Busy Tasks, or Enabling them through upskilling and development, you
empower them to become more effective in their roles, and focus their efforts on more complex cases, and less
tedious tasks. Keeping the agent experience top-of-mind is always important when supporting the supporters
and building a more engaged team. 

Staffing OutcomesStaffing Outcomes

When utilizing this method effectively, you will be able to reduce friction, automate manual work, and add value.
By doing this in a methodical and systematic way you will be able to scale more efficiently. This will help you to
go further with the same, more effective team. With this you may not need to add additional members as soon
as you may have needed to without this view. 

Financial OutcomesFinancial Outcomes



To take this method further than driving operational outcomes, you can also utilize this method to reflect
financial outcomes with the business directly. How? Time is money.

You can measure the cost of running Support per hour/minute and map this to the cases that you have in each
quadrant. This shows you how much  it costs to run a process, or handle a specific case-type. You may find that
your team spends a considerable amount of this spend on a specific busy task or area, which in turn, costs the
business. 

To drive the business case for change or reflect the outcomes of improvements you have made, you can also
utilize the potential cost savings of resolutions.

A  statement for this could be: 

“Currently this ‘Busy Task’ is costing us __ in time which equates to __ in revenue per month. By implementing
this solution and reducing the volume by __ we would effectively save __.” 

These are just the initial outcomes after creating the methodology, thought there are many more that can be
found! As this evolves, so will the view and depth of understanding of the Support Landscape.


